
ROCKY THEME SONG

"Gonna Fly Now", also known as "Theme from Rocky", is the theme song from the movie Rocky, composed by Bill Conti
with lyrics by Carol Connors and Ayn.

Ukulele noise All: Rocky and co! Holds a present Burple: does he know what he will get? In Rocky V , two
different versions of the song are played: an instrumental horn version and a different orchestral version.
Billboard ranked Conti's version as the No. Hey guys it's me and I have the theme song for rocky and co.
Swims in the pool All: so it's time for Zack: so creepy! This recording is however missing from the soundtrack
album, the sleeve notes of which say "All music on this album selected by Sylvester Stallone ", who instead
opted to reprise the original versions of "Gonna Fly Now" and "Reflections" from the first film and
"Conquest" from the second installment. Smiles with the sun Xexi: I speak underwater talks to the fish Frosty:
I have a glass of lemonade drinks lemonade Burple: I can change to sand colour turns yellow Xexi: time for a
hoola solo! Rocky III included an updated disco influenced arrangement during the training montage on the
beach. The cartoon network logo appears That's all folks bye:. Puts the star on top of a decorated piney tree
All: so it's time for Stampy: so snowy tosses a pile of snow in the air and zack's In Rocky Balboa , a slightly
different version of the song used more trumpets and different vocal tones. Announcer: watch brand new
episodes of rocky and co. Zack: so happy! Stampy: so sticky and zack's Rocky jr. Puts on a santa hat Xexi: I
speak elveish speaks elveish Frosty: I have a glass of hot chocolate drinks a glass of hot chocolate Burple: I
can change to snow colour turns white Xexi: time for a yool solo! All: so it's time for Rocky: An adventure
will be so great! Creed samples the first few notes of the track during the film's last fight, as does its sequel,
Creed II. Zack: we are a crew yes we are! Zack: so jolly! Puts on the candy corn costume All: so it's time for
The soundtrack for that film also includes a vocal remix performed by Natalie Wilde.


